Discover Nature Trunks can be reserved by calling any of
these MDC Offices:
Powder Valley Conservation Nature Center 314-301-1500
Busch Conservation Area 636-441-4554
Forest Park Office 314-877-1309
Columbia Bottom Conservation Area 314-877-6014

TRUNKS

Rockwoods Reservation 314-458-2236
Shaw Nature Reserve 636-451-3512 ext. 6031
CALL TODAY!

Nature and Conservation
Education Resource Kits
for
Teachers and Youth
Leaders

Missouri Department of
Conservation
St. Louis Region
Discover Nature Trunks can be borrowed for up to two
weeks. The person checking out the trunk is responsible
for the contents of the trunk until it is returned.
Also, check with each local office for information about
additional resource kits which may be available!

Discover Nature Trunks contain hands-on materials, tools,
lesson plans, media and other resources to assist in teaching
about nature and conservation. While appropriate for
elementary level students, the trunk contents can be adapted
for preschool or older students as well.

FORESTRY TRUNK
Trees are all around us! This trunk includes
tree ID guides, magnifiers, tree cookies (tree
trunk sections showing growth rings) and leaf,
twig and seed specimens. This trunk also
includes materials to conduct hands-on
activities about the importance of trees and
how to care for them.
AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS TRUNK

Discover Nature Trunks are FREE for teachers and youth
leaders to borrow from the Missouri Department of
Conservation offices in the St. Louis Region. Reservations are
necessary and should be made by calling the office where you
would like to pick-up and drop off the trunk. Check the back of
this brochure for a list of offices and phone numbers.

Immerse your students in hands-on
activities related to aquatic food
chains, adaptations and the
important role of wetlands. Aquatic
wildlife puppets, bird beak and feet
models, multimedia resources, field
guides and lesson plans are all
included in this trunk.

WILD MAMMALS TRUNK

Three different Discover

Three different Discover Nature
Nature Trunks are available
Trunks
available at each office:
at eachare
office:
Forestry, Aquatic Ecosystems and
Forestry, Aquatic Ecosystems
Wild Mammals.
and Wild Mammals.

This is our most popular trunk. It contains pelts,
skulls and track molds of more than 10 species of
wildlife mammals including deer, beaver, otter
and coyote. This trunk is perfect for activities
related to wildlife recognition, appreciation,
classification and study of adaptations (structures
for survival).

